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Press Release
ENTSOG publishes an updated list of projects to be included
in its Ten-Year Network Development Plan 2022

(Brussels, 21 October 2022, PR0279-22) Today, ENTSOG has exceptionally published an
updated list of projects to be included in its Ten-Year Network Development Plan 2022
(TYNDP 2022). This is in response to the goals set out in the European Commission’s
REPowerEU Plan and its associated initiatives to diversify energy supplies and accelerate the
rollout of renewable gases.
The basis for the TYNDP is an up-to-date collection of projects with European relevance, due
to their contribution to a resilient network and support to the European energy transition.
Following the usual TYNDP timeline, a list of TYNDP projects was published in March 2022.
Due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the commencement of new infrastructure
initiatives to reduce Russian gas supply dependence (including the REPowerEU targets),
ENTSOG reopened the project collection process. Between 30 May and 24 June 2022 Project
Promoters had the opportunity to submit additional projects aiming to strengthen EU’s
security of supply and contributing to the energy transition, as well as to update already
existing projects with the latest available information. The updated list includes 321
investments, including those associated with hydrogen, electrolysers, biomethane and
necessary upgrades of natural gas infrastructure.
Piotr Kuś, ENTSOG General Director, commented, "Approximately one third of the investments
included in TYNDP 2022, 109 in total, are directly referring to the development of a dedicated
hydrogen system by converting, injecting, transporting or storing hydrogen, compliant with the
renewed TEN-E regulation. The updated list also includes new Floating Storage and
Regasification Units and LNG-Terminal extensions projects, enabling additional supplies to
Europe, as well as interconnection projects to increase the transport flexibility between EUcountries.”
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In parallel, ENTSOG has commenced work on the system and gaps assessment in advance of
the Draft TYNDP 2022 publication – planned to be published at the end of this year.
The published list of projects is available on the ENTSOG website here, and its associated
glossary of terms is available here.
Should you require any further information regarding the data collection process, please
contact:
Ms. Mareike Dollinger (Mareike.Dollinger@entsog.eu) and
Ms. Maria Castro (Maria.Castro@entsog.eu) and
CC: projects@entsog.eu
For general queries, please contact external Communications Manager, Ms. Carmel Carey:
ENTSOG.Communications@entsog.eu.
Editorial notes
>

The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSOG) was founded in line
with Regulation (EC) 715/2009 and has played a key role in facilitating integration of the European
gas markets, ensuring technical interoperability and providing security of supply by gas
infrastructure planning. Looking forward, ENTSOG is contributing to the net-zero decarbonisation
by 2050, in particular, by the integration of renewable and low carbon gases via future-proof gas
transmission pipelines, in line with the EU energy and climate goals. More information on ENTSOG
can be found on our website – www.entsog.eu or contact info@entsog.eu.
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